
HOW TO WRITE A CATCHY METAL CHORUS

If you're looking for tips on how to write a chorus that people won't forget, take a look at this advice on creating your
song's main hook.

Don't forget â€” your chorus is the part that brings people together through singing and dancing, so let their
whole bodies know what time it is. And nobody is necessarily right or wrong, because music is very
subjective. Want to learn how to do that? Simplify, Simplify, Simplify You need to be able to strip a song
down to its main components and still have it resonate with audiences. Remember, a prechorus is a transitional
section between two primary sections. About half the length of your verse or chorus is usually adequate, so if
those two sections are about eight measures long each, then a four-measure prechorus would be a good length.
Giving your chorus an unusual â€” or better still, unique â€” rhythm will affect your listeners through more
than their mere ears. Chords Your chorus may also present you with an opportunity to bust out some new
killer chords. Melodies tend to be composed of steps and skips, steps being a semi or whole tone apart, and
skips being anything from a third upwards. Try writing a verse and chorus melody with some semblance of
words until you get a melodic and rhythmically interesting gem. Shawn also plays guitar and sings lead vocals
in his band For Solace. So there you have it, the quick start guide to writing a great prechorus! Now you've got
all the tools you need to build yourself an absolute powerhouse of a chorus. Try using different chords,
varying the pace at which the chords change, starting your phrases on different beats than that of the verse or
chorus, and starting their melodies on different pitches. Anything you can do musically to contrast this section
with the sections that it is connecting will usually add helpful musical variety to the whole structure, so long as
the contrast is not too extreme like changing the key or the time signature. Just think about how effective
Queens's 'We Are the Champions' and 'We Will Rock You' are as sing-alongs â€” you can't not know the
words after a few short minutes of exposure, and they perfectly capture the attitudes built up in the verses.
Having a prechorus that is too long is the number one mistake that new songwriters make when constructing
this type of section. If you construct your prechorus with three or five measures, instead of four, it has an off
balancing effect that will push the music ahead into the next section, where the asymmetry will usually be
brought into balance by a section with an even number of measures. Related Music Industry Guides:. You
want your chorus lyrics to be both concise and poetic, and also to remind your listeners what your song's all
about. Got any tips for other artists out there? And remember â€” you've got to write straight from your heart
if you want to win other people's. Simplicity is the name of the game when you're drafting up a future stadium
anthem for thousands of lighter-wielding fans to sing along to. Does your melody have hooky, sinewy,
singable vibe to it or does it fall flat? Have parts drop in and drop out. Back Everyone looks forward to the
part of the song where they can join in, and even though they've loved every note staved across your verse,
they can't wait to reach that crock of chorus gold. And payoff doesn't get much more perfect than rhapsodic
repetition of the song's title â€” and central theme â€” over a brand new progression in the home key.
Additionally, employing faster rhythms, such as sixteenth notes, within your phrases can help build energy.
This technique can also function as a connecting transition if the chorus is set at a higher pitch. If the fans are
singing along with it, it means it has a catchy quality to it. Sometimes just a few short phrases will make all
the difference in the world between your song making sense and completely losing your listeners. Structure
It's time to decide how you're going to present your chorus. All of the most brutal interesting riffs and drum
beats in the world are worthless to the non-musician without a powerful melody. Everyone has their option on
how to write a chorus. So load up your hook with a tasty earworm â€” something along the lines of the 'Yeah,
yeah, yeah' that follows 'She Loves You', or the keyboard part in 'The Final Countdown' â€” and wait for the
fans to bite. You can take the catchiest hook and move it to the chorus, for example. What would the listener
expect and be pleasantly surprised by? Let us know in the comments below and share this advice with your
fellow musicians. You may find this method of working inside out quite helpful. In this post for budding
songwriters, Joe Hoten from Bands For Hire takes a look at every key aspect of songwriting necessary to
create a killer hook for your chorus. Another important concept to keep in mind when it comes to the
prechorus is contrast. So how do we go about that? Typically, starting on your home note â€” the tonic â€” is a
clear sign to the listener that they've arrived where they belong.


